
Winemaker Trial: 

Evaluation of Cross-flow Filtration 
Technology to Treat Smoke-tainted 

Wines During Aging
Standard RO and carbon block treatments are also evaluated against enzymatic 

pre-treatment and differential filtration for sensorial and chemical impact on flavor. 

Bryan Avila

Trial Lead: McKinley Dixon, 
assistant winemaker, Four 
Feathers Wine Services 
McKinley Dixon is a member of the wine-
making team at Four Feathers Wine 
Services. He oversees the winery’s beverage 
innovation and wine refinement offerings 
to help clients produce, enhance and reme-
diate wines through new technologies and 
procedures. His work ranges from remedi-
ating flawed wines to creating new, original 
products that go beyond those tradition-
ally found in the wine industry. Dixon has 
more than 10 years of wine industry expe-
rience, including stints at Arista, Mending 
Wall and Outpost wineries in California. 
He studied viticulture and enology at Washington State University. Four 
Feathers Wine Services provides best-in-class custom winemaking, alco-
holic beverage production and packaging services to support their clients 
in creating and building brands. For more information, please visit 
www.fourfeathers.com or email Dixon at mckinleyd@fourfeathers.com.

Background:
Wildfires produce a myriad of smoke taint molecules, such as guaiacols and 
cresols which, upon absorption by the grape, are often glycosylated in the 
grapes’ defense against these foreign chemical invaders. This glycosylation 
process complicates the treatment of these wines because each smoke taint 
molecule may now have several sugar molecules connected to it. This activity 
creates multiple chemical variants of each smoke compound, each with its 
own size and nuanced chemistry, shattering the hope of a simple remedy. 

Bryan Avila sees wine as an artform created by visionaries whose tools are business, science and engineering, fueled 
by curiosity. He is a sounding board for leaders who are looking to innovate through his consulting company, Avila.
Wine, he helps educate students in the fundamentals of winemaking in online classes through Santa Rosa Junior 
College, and he writes for Wine Business Monthly with a focus on winemakers’ use of applied research. He also assists 
his community by helping to resolve regional labor and environmental issues. Contact him at bryan@avila.wine
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During a fire season harvest, the winemaker is busy doing mini-ferments, 
calling picks, scrambling to find picking crews and triaging fermentation 
protocols to prevent smoke taint. But nothing can stop the fact that the day 
of reckoning comes, after crush, when the fermentations are complete, the 
wines are racked, and the first tasting of the newborn wine lots awaits. 

“Do you smell or taste smoke in this wine?”
If the answer is yes, it is time to consider remediations appropriate for the 

aging stage.
On the bright side, wines are far easier to treat for smoke than juice or must 

by using filtration technologies post-fermentation. By this time, alcohol has 
taken the place of the sugar, and the microbes have mostly settled out in the 
lees, leaving less dense and less hazy conditions to work with. 

This trial leverages Tangential Flow Filtration (TFF) combined with relevant 
upstream and downstream product treatment technologies often oversimpli-
fied into the term cross-flow. The benefit of TFF is that it can separate a liquid 
into two streams based on the molecular size of the particles dissolved in that 
liquid. Knowledge of a chemical’s composition and size is key to determine 
what will pass through the filter as a permeate and what will stay behind in 
the retentate. A key point to remember is that the filter does not actually do 
the treatment itself. It does, however, help protect a wine’s delicate structure, 
including large molecules, such as colloids, polysaccharides and polyphenols 
that are the backbone to its unique color and flavor. A membrane that holds 
these back, while the molecules that you want to treat are able to permeate 
the membrane, can be selected. The small molecules consist of mostly water, 
ethanol and acids that don’t require gentle handling. This means that more 
aggressive methods, such as activated carbon and/or various column appli-
cations, may be used to treat the permeate that could not be used to treat the 
wine directly. 
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Th is trial employs the following technologies:

RO + Carbon: Th e tried-and-true RO cross-fl ow technique splits the wine 
into two fractions: the retentate and permeate. Th e retentate contains the 
big molecules, greater than 200 molecular weight, that contribute most of 
the color and fl avor which is held safely aside while the permeate, a clear or 
slightly pinkish liquid, containing the off ending molecules, is scrubbed with 
activated carbon before being re-blended back to the retentate. Please note 
that RO fi ltration is too tight to permeate the sugar-bound forms of smoke 
taint, leaving them untreated in this method. It is, however, the best practice 
for removing unbound smoke taint markers and is a base component of the 
other treatments.

Rapidase Enzyme Treatment + RO + Carbon: Th is method has been touted 
as an experimental pre-treatment of the RO + carbon method. Its aim is to 
enzymatically break the sugar-smoke taint bond to convert a greater propor-
tion of bulky bound smoke molecules in the wine to an unbound RO perme-
able form to improve the treatment effi  ciency per one full pass of the wine’s 
volume through the membrane. 

Diff erential Filtration: Th is cross-fl ow method, developed by WineSecrets, 
LLC, uses a series of diff erent sized cross-fl ow technologies to treat the wine. 
It fi rst uses a looser ultrafi ltration membrane rated around 20,000 molec-
ular weight to permeate both the bound and unbound forms of smoke taint; 
then this “big” permeate is run through the tight RO membrane to essentially 
“skim” the bound molecules into a molecular lees fraction that is discarded 
while the RO permeate is treated through carbon and returned to the original 
wine tank.

Trial Objective:
Th is trial details Four Feathers’ in-house approach to confi guring the cross-
fl ow treatment to treat the bound and unbound smoke taint compounds for 
both their own wines and their clients’. Results from this trial are intended for 
use as a current best practice and as a baseline for further study.

Trial Description:
Th ree thousand gallons of 2020 Washington Mourvèdre from an anony-
mous source were split into equal parts at 1,000 gallons per treatment and 
carried out at the Four Feathers Wine Services winery located in Prosser, 
Washington using the Targeted Filtration System (TFS) designed and manu-
factured by WineSecrets LLC. McKinley described the TFS as having “an RO 
at its core and then a number of ancillary pieces to fi x a variety of potential 
issues.” Samples of the untreated control were held as library samples to be 
compared to the resulting wines from the following treatments:

Treatment 1) RO + Carbon (RO+C): 100 percent treatment through 200 
molecular weight cut-off  (mwc) membrane and carbon block treatment for 
the permeate.

Treatment 2) Enzyme Treatment + RO + Carbon (enzyme): Wine was 
treated with 3 g/hL of Rapidase enzyme, bentonite fi ned then fi ltered off  the 
lees prior to RO + carbon step similar to that of Treatment 1.

Treatment 3) Diff erential Filtration (DF): About 65 percent of the initial 
wine volume was pushed through a 20,000 molecular weight cut-off  UF 
membrane of which its UF permeate was then passed through a 200 molec-
ular weight RO membrane. Th e permeate from the RO was scrubbed through 
carbon blocks, but the UF retentate that contained any compounds between 
200 and 20,000 molecular weight was dumped as molecular lees. 
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Conclusions:
The following results were compiled by the trial lead, Four Feathers’ assis-
tant winemaker, McKinley Dixon, and presented to the Washington Wine 

Technical Group on April 8, 2021. The following photo, infographics and 
captions best describe highlights of their results.

This photo shows samples of each treated wine versus  
the control with the corresponding chemistry.
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Sensory Analysis: The qualitative evaluation was provided by the 
Washington Wine Technical Group, which presented the wines in a blind 

and randomized format to panelists. 

The bar charts show the percent eff icacy of each treatment of bound (left) 
and unbound (right) smoke taint molecules. The shortest bars represent 

the most eff ective treatment in relation to these specific compounds 
only. *Note how RO + C processing alone increases the bound portion of 

measured smoke taint molecules.

Th is research shows that despite the stripping eff ect of diff erential fi ltration 
on the wine, the ability to remove bound molecules from the system is critical. 
While diff erential fi ltration alone provides a critical part of the solution, this 
is only one piece of the puzzle. Eric Dahlberg, president of WineSecrets, LLC, 
has mentioned that they are currently experimenting with UF membranes to 
reduce the number of losses in the molecular lees, and McKinley Dixon has 
noted opportunities to balance fl avor by using other technologies, such as 
enological products, to help balance these wines.

YOUR ONE-STOP SHOP SINCE 1983!

CONTACT US TODAY!

575 Third St. Bldg. A Napa CA 94559
707-255-6372 | napafermentation@aol.com

www.napafermentation.com
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Post-Mortem Q&A
What was the motivation to conduct this trial? Why were 
you interested in studying the eff ects of smoke taint treatment 
during the aging stage?

Dixon: Back in the wildfi res of 2020, pretty much every winery in the 
Western U.S. had a lot of anxiety around fi res and smoke taint. Th ere were 
whispers here and there. Everyone was trying stuff . It was the Wild West 
out here. During grape processing and in the fermenter, people were trying 
everything, from fl ash détente to short skin contact time to fermenting on 
carbon in the fermenter. Everyone had an idea, but no one had a real solution. 
Th e fi res were so bad, yet for some reason, no one had any real informa-
tion to share. I think there is just a 
general lack of knowledge around 
the issue, so Four Feathers thought 
it was an opportunity to do some-
thing about the problem. At least we 
could start by creating some baseline 
knowledge.

Which grape varieties did 
you study? Why did you pick 
those?

Dixon: For this trial we used a 2020 
Horse Heaven Hills Mourvèdre. Th is 
wine was going to be destroyed by 
the client, so we took advantage of 
the opportunity. 

How did you set up your 
trials?

Dixon: Once harvest was over and 
the damage was done, we tested four 
variations of RO methods versus our 
untreated control. We started with 
the most popular methods on the 
market at the time, from enzyme 
treatment to diff erential fi ltration. 
Our friends at Scott Labs suggested 
trying Rapidase to unbind the sugar 
molecules from the smoke taint 
compounds. 

Who else worked with you 
on this trial? What were 
you and your team’s initial 
hypotheses before beginning 
the experiment?

Dixon: We had a lot of analytical 
support by our own in-house lab 
team, and our local suppliers were 
super-helpful too, especially Scott 
Labs, WineSecrets and ETS Labs. We 
also had lots of help with qualitative 
evaluation from the Washington 

Wine Tech Group and from Dr. Tom Collins at WSU. We had lots of ideas to 
try and no expectations on how each would perform. We just wanted to get 
a baseline for each method as a foundation for future trials.

Did you encounter any diffi  culties during the trial? If so, how 
did you address these complications?

Dixon: Th e trials went smoothly. For the most part the biggest complication 
was the cost of treatment. Each method has diff erent costs, from a few cents 
to dollars per gallon to treat. Not all price points of wines can shoulder the 
same cost per gallon for treatment. We included our sales team to discuss 
feasibility and business options. Solutions that are good and cost-eff ective 
are what we’re looking for.
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What was the most important outcome of the trial that 
winemakers can use? 

Dixon: Th e most important outcome was the realization that there are no 
shortcuts. A winemaker must build out their toolbox. Does the wine smell 
like smoke? Taste like an ash tray? What is the concentration of the smoke 
taint markers? Our hope is that we can take previously unsaleable wine and 
make it saleable. We found that there was no single approach that would 
save the day because each wine not only had diff erences in the smoke fl avors, 
but also an amount of money that could be spent to remediate a wine of a 
particular price point. Not all remedies could be applied to all wines across 
the board and still be expected to make a profi t. We treated wines based on 
the intensity of the smoke taint character and the program that wine was 
going into. We learned that a cost triage was step No. 1.

Relative Cost of Treatment

Remediation

Relative Cost
(adjusted for 
process losses) Notes

RO+ Carbon treatment 
of permeate

Lowest Issues will come back in 4-8 months / does not 
address ashtray aftertaste

Enzyme/RO+ Carbon 
treatment of permeate

– Strange changes/ unknown long-term eff ects/ 
enzyme is not very targeted/ does not fully 
resolve ashtray aftertaste

Diff erential Filtration – Massive decrease in measurable smaoke taint 
compounds/ unlikely that issues will return/ 
neutralizes the wine flavor/ strips color/ possible 
color instability/ potentil loss of 15-20% wine 
volume/ solves both smoke aroma and ashtray 
aftertaste

FFWE 
Proprietary Approach

Highest Decrease in measurable smoke taint 
compounds/ sensory imporvement/ low wine 
loss/ solves both smoke aroma and ashtray 
aftertaste

Were the results as you predicted or did anything unexpected 
occur?

Dixon: Th e biggest surprise was a huge increase in the glycosides aft er 
RO + C treatment. [Th ere was] about a 36 percent increase in the total 
bound smoke taint markers, as if there was some level of repolymerization 
by perhaps all the additional heat and pressure. 

What were the impressions of the resulting wines following 
treatment? Did you or the team have a favorite?

Dixon: Th e standard RO + C treatment did a good job of removing the 
smoky volatiles of smoke taint but did little to remove the ashtray fi nish. 
We thought that the wines that came out of the enzyme treatment came out 
a little funky and cut-up. Some were surprised by diff erential fi ltration and 
how well it treated the smoke taint despite its stripping eff ects. Our in-house 
approach ultimately yielded the best results, which built on the knowledge 
of diff erential fi ltration but included a winemaker’s touch. Th e proprietary 
method (FF 2.0) brought back some of the juicy character of the fruit, too. 
Some enjoyed the diff erential fi ltration with the more neutral wine.

We plan to look at the wines again aft er their one-year anniversary.
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What is your No. 1 recommendation for smoke taint treatment?

Dixon: Prevention is the most important option. If there is ash in the air, 
don’t pick. Don’t cold soak smoky grapes. Once wine is fi nished, determine 
whether it is getting better or worse. Potato protein seems to have a nice 
eff ect. Know your brands and products so that you can begin to triage them 
from the get-go since some are drastically worse than others. Th e two things 
we learned the most from this trial are that RO + carbon treatment is good 
for treating the aroma of smoke taint, and DF is good to treat the ashtray 
fi nish on the palate.

Do you plan to conduct a follow-up trial to re-test these results?

Dixon: Yes. First off , we will be reviewing our samples again to see how they 
are tasting any time now then again another eight months from now to track 
development of smoke taint and treatment eff ectiveness over time. Do the 
numbers mean anything? Th e correlations are sketchy at best. We just really 
don’t have the big picture yet. We are constantly looking to explore better 
results. We have all these indicators, but we don’t really know how to use 
them. Metaphorically speaking, we are still using the large blunt object to 
solve smoke taint rather than the scalpel.

In fact, since this report, we’ve come a long way with our own in-house 
system of smoke taint removal where we use aspects similar to DF in conjunc-
tion with enological products to restore these wines. Using the same wine, 
you can see the diff erence in the photo below in the sample, FF 2.0. 

We think smoke taint will be an issue for the foreseeable future. If you’re 
an insurance company stuck with smoky wine, we are looking for smoke 
-tainted wines to conduct more trials. Perhaps there is an opportunity for us 
to work together to expedite better solutions? WBM

A d d i t i o n a l  S E R V I C E S :
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Harvest is on the horizon. You need tanks and you need them now, but compromising 
on quality to get them fast is not how great wines are made. 
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